The Greatest Line of Golf Balls in the Game headed by the revolutionary

New Spun-Latex
U.S. ROYAL

The sensational new KIND of golf ball that is sweeping the country. The ball loaded to the last layer of paint with rubber dynamite—the ball with the 100 per cent power winding, of thread sprung from live, liquid latex. A new ball all through with feel, click, accuracy and durability never before found in a supreme Distance Ball...75 cents.

THE FOUR FORTY-FOUR
444 U. S. ROYAL
The distance ball with the super-tough cover. Takes a world of punishment yet gives the average golfer every yard he can get with any tough covered ball...75 cents.

THE U. S. NOBBY
An excellent golf ball with plenty of distance and a tough cover...Largest selling ball in its price class...3 Good Golf Balls for $1.00.

THE NEW U. S. FAIRWAY
The ball with a million friends—now better than ever before. New center. New thread winding. New cover. The largest selling and longest driving 50-cent ball built.

THE U. S. TIGER
A low-priced ball that more than gives the golfer his money's worth. Only "U. S." could put so much quality in a ball priced at...25 cents.

In this fine family of golf balls there's a better ball for every purse and every person. Whatever your game, there's more pleasure and more satisfaction if you play a "U. S." ball.
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